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Executive Summary/Abstract 
Motivation:  

Data sharing efforts  nationally and globally have increased data and software 

reuse across many different scientific domains .  Although reuse demonstrates  a 

pos itive return-on-investme nt (ROI)  for the original scientific endeavor, tracking  

reuse only by citation is not sufficient for good science. Knowledge of data and 

software provenance and p revious  use conditions  is  key for making scientific 

conclus ions .  To date, there has  been some standardization of reuse relationship 

terminology in selected metadata s tandards , although the scholarly 

communications  community lacks  applications  that adequate track reuse and 

validate the types  of re use.  Our CVDI work, “Transforming  Data Adaptation 

Science and Service:  An Innovative Visual Ontology Application ” aimed to address 

this  challenge by developing a prototype visual ontology and algorithm to track 

software reuse relationship types . 

Objectives:  

The objectives  of our CVDI project were to develop: 

1.) A prototype visual ontology application for capturing software reuse and 

adaptation in a target test domain. 

2.) A platform for modeling adaptation science and service.  
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3.) An approach for CVDI partne rs  to de termine and s trategically plan for 

greater impact of data, application, and algorithm outputs . 

Methods:  

We used a multi -method approach cons is ting of co-citation analys is , content  

analys is , and proof of concept.  We focused on reuse of LAMMPS software, a 

popular software used in molecular s imulation in materials  science.    

Results:  

We found four reuse relationship:  1. reuse, unspecified, 2. modified re use, 3. 

benchmark, 4. cite (for citation).  We also developed a prototype online 

visualization application using R programmi ng language .  The prototype application 

includes  an ontology for capturing and visualizing reuse relationships .  

Conclusions:  

This  CVDI project, a one-year project, with a budget of roughly 30K, was  

exploratory on one level, however, we were able to achieve o ur goals and develop 

the prototype application and ontology.  The a pproaches , tools  and deliverables  

are transferable to other domains .   The work demonstrates  an i nnovative way to 

leverage data and algorithmic resources  in an organization, and presents  a more  

accurate view of software reuse.  Most importantly, in-l ine with CVDI goals , the 

products  of our work present an initial  toolset that can be adapted to present a 

deeper understanding of ontological connections  among knowledge assets . 
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Transforming Data Adaptation Science and Service:  An Innovative 

Visual Ontology Application 
 
Background: 

Data sharing has  become a national and inte rnational goal, motivated by a number 
of factors , including the digital data deluge, federal data sharing polices  (Tenopir, 
et al, 2009), and new perceptions  of science, such as the Jim Gray’s  notion of the  
4th Paradigm (Hey, et al, 2009) and the move towa rd a data intens ive science. 
Softwa re and the unde rlying algorithms are  very muc h a part of this  new paradigm,  
given the need for s oftware to gather, manipulate, s tore, and use  and reuse data.   
 
As  part of this  growth, t he scholarly communications  community supporting 

cyberinf rastructure has  pursued solutions  to track reuse, primarily developing 
citation s tandards  and by establishing  open re pos itories . Selected examples  in 

these areas  include: 
 
Citation tracking: 

 Thompson Reuter’s  Data Citation Index :   
http://thomsonreuters .com/en/produc ts -services/scholarly-scientific-
research/scholarly-search-and-discovery/data-citation-index.html.   

 Elsevier’s  Science Direct:  
https ://www.elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect .  

 Mendeley Data:  https ://data.mendeley.com/.  
 
Selected open data repositories: 

 Dryad:  http://datadryad.org/  

 FigShare:  https ://figshare.com/  

 Knowledge for Biocomplexity Data :  https ://knb.ecoinformatics .org/    

 Mendeley Data (also l is ted above, given the citation emphases) 
 
These developments  reflect and intersect with the ope n data and ope n science 
environment (Boulton, 2016; Uhlir &  Schröde r, 2007); they represent the digital 
data trend, including increased attention to archiving, preservation, access , use 
and reuse.  To this end there is no shortage of research and scholarly work 

reporting data sharing  results  (Piwowa r & Chapman, 2 010) and the importance of  
this  practice (Borgman, 2012).  Attention to software and algorithm reuse is part of 

the new pa radigm, and includes  increased attention to software  citation practices 
and workshops , such as  the NSF supporte d software sustainabil ity institutes 

(Timmes, et al, 2016; Katz, et al, 2015).  All  of these developme nts  are important  
to scientific endeavors  that build upon previous  work and can impact conclus ions .  
Additionally, these developme nts  can have a bearing on next s teps  in industry 
relating to scholarly communications  or any industry supporting data and software 

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect
https://data.mendeley.com/
http://datadryad.org/
https://figshare.com/
https://knb.ecoinformatics.org/
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reuse.  A challenge is found with curre nt infrastructure l imitations  that actually 

interfere with tracking reuse, particularly with scientific algorithms that are at the 
very core of certain disc iplines .   

 
Researchers  track popular algorithm reuse (Kusashima, 2016); howe ver, knowledge 

is limited on exactly how these algorithms  are being reused.  This knowledge is 
important to scientific conclusions . Research in this  area can also enrich citation 

work and e nable more robust metadata. These observations  motivate d the work  
pursued in our CVDI proposal and the goal to create a visual ontology prototype  
for capturing data reuse relationship automatically.   

Research Approach and Test Environment 
 

To pursue our objectives  and identify reuse relationship in software reuse, we 
conduc ted a co-citation analysis , a two-phased content analys is , and developed a 
proof of concept.  Firs t, the co-citation analys is helped us to develop an algorithm 
to analyze the text around the initial  citation for reuse, and create an initial  
classification for furthe r analys is . Second, the content analysis phases allowed us 

to examine the texts  surroundi ng the citation for LAMMPS softwa re and the  
contexts  of why and how the software was  cited.  These two s teps were 

instrume ntal in confirming an ontol ogical framework, building the visual 
application prototype, and demonstrating a proof of concept.  

 
Our test environment was  defined by the body of research papers  that have cited 

LAMMPS software. LAMMPS, short for large-scale atomic/molecular mass ively 
s imulator, is  a molecular dynamics  progra m created via an agreement involving 

Sandia National Laboratories , Lawrence Livermore National Labora tory and three  
othe r companies .  LAMMPS was  initiated in the mid-1990s , with the coding effort  
led Steve Pli mpton f rom Sandia Laborat ories . (“LAMMPS His tory,” n.d.).  We  

selected LAMMPS because of its his torical and current s ignificance, and the 
extens ive body of research pape rs  that use the softwa re.  The published research 

citing LAMMPS captures  a broad perspective on software reuse. To further note,  
there is  an official  instruction of citation (“Citing LAMMPS in yo ur pape rs ,” n.d.), in 

orde r to cite LAMMPS, one needs  to cite the paper titled “Fast Parallel Algorithms 
for Short-Range Molecular Dynamics” written by Plimpton in 1995 ( Plimpton,  

1995).  
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Results:  Defining the Ontology 
 
The firs t s tep, our initial co-citation analysis , followed by the baseline content  
analys is al lowed us to glean a firs t ontology.  The initial  work was based on an 

analys is of firs t 200 papers resulted in the following eight categories of reuse 
types : 

 
 Cite Plimpton’s  works  in the l iterature review 

 Reuse Plimpton’s  code  
 Reuse Plimpton’s  methods  

 Partially reuse Plimpton’s  code  
 Modify Plimpton’s  code  

 Enhance Plimpton’s  methods  

 Reuse a modified code 
 Use LAMMPS as  a benchmark 

 Use LAMMPS’s  fi le formats  
 
The work included machine-learning technique was  implemented in JAV A language, 

and the code is  published below in Functionality of Innovation. 
 

The initial  results  are presented in Figure 1.  The prototype was , as  noted in above  
and CVDI Quarterly reports , developed s tudying LAMMPS (also known as 

Plimpton’s  code or Plimpton’s  methods).   
 

Figure 1, Reuse of LAMMPS software, 1996 -2013 
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The initial  reuse categories (l is ted above, and i l lustrated in figure 1)  were reviewed 

by CVDI team researchers , including a faculty membe r in the Mate rial Science 
prog ram at D rexel Univers ity.  The  ontology was  refined four classes  (reuse types) , 

which was  reviewed by second coder.  Table 1 displays  the ontology relationship 
types , including their definitions :  

 
Table 1: Ontology Relationships-Defined 

 

Relationship Type Definit ion 

Reuse, unspecified 

The paper reuses  LAMMPS as whole in the main 

s tudy or does  not specify which othe r types  of reuse 
it is . 

Modified reuse 
The paper uses  a modified vers ion of LAMMPS in the  
main s tudy. The specification of modification may or 

may not be specified in the paper.  

Benchmark 
The paper only uses  LAMMPS (original or modified 
vers ion) in the background s tudy.  

Cite 

The paper does  not use LAMMPS per se, but just 
cites either the software or Plimpton’s  paper, 

including those papers  that just use the method 
represented in the original paper.  

 

 
Working with this ontology, each paper in our sample, was designated to s ingle 

reuse type, based on the most prominent connection with the software.  The work 
was  reviewed manually by the new coder reading and reviewing the PDF fi les . 

 
The ontology was  vette d in a second phase with an a dditional 200 papers  added to 

the initial  sample.  Efforts  were also made to automate  this  workflow, including 
text extracting text and classification, although more work is  needed with the  

automated aspects .  The coder worke d extens ively us ing the established ontology.  
Descriptive s tatis tical analys is  was  used to s tudy the results .  Finally, a text 
analys is  was  also conducted to calculate the term fre que ncies  in  the extracted 

sentences  and identify metadata elements  that are related to LAMMPS.   Results for 
the full  sample of 400 pape rs  dis tribute d across  the ontology are presented in  

Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Ontology Relationships-Distribution 

 

 

Proof of Concept  
 
The last phase of our project included the development of a prototype online 

visualization system. The system was  designed us ing R programming language. 
Figure 3 present a visual display for a search in our prototype system displaying 
the ontology reuse relationship for the LAMMPS software.  
 

Figure 3—Prototype-Ontology Reuse Relationship for the LAMMPS Softw are 
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Functionality of Innovation(s) 
Innovations: 

There are 3 innovations that have results from this work: 

1. Code that can be used to extract text and build an ontology capturing reuse. 

Pr ocess for  aut omat i cal ly extract ing sent ences (Java):  

Ext ract  text  f rom pdf .  

I dent ify the ref erence id of  Pl impt on’ s ar t icl e.  

Ext ract  sent ences that  cont ai n the ref erence id,  ‘ ‘Pl impt on’ ’  or  ‘ ‘LAMMPS’ ’  in the text . 

Pr ocess for  aut omat i cal ly extract ing sent ences (Java):  

Ext ract  text  f rom pdf .  

I dent ify the ref erence id of  Pl impt on’ s ar ticl e.  

Ext ract  sent ences that  cont ai n the ref erence id,  ‘ ‘Pl impt on’ ’  or  ‘ ‘LAMMPS’ ’  in the text . 

Java Code README 

* * ***Li braries  Requi red* ****  

j avacsv-2. 0. j ar  

pdf box-app-2. 0. 0-RC1. j ar  

spar k-assembl y-1. 5. 2-hadoop2. 6. 0. jar  

 

* * ***Appl icat ion Needed* * *** 

wi nut i ls.exe (is pl aced in "/bi n") 

 

* * ***Cl asses***** 

 

* * *Sent ence Ext ract or ***  

Sent ence Ext ract or  extract s sent ences from ar t icl es in the gi ven fol der  in the fol lowi ng st eps:  

For  each articl e:  

1.  read text  f rom pdf  fi le 

2.  find the ref erence id of  Pl i mpt on' s  articl e  

3.  ident ify  the sent ences cont ai ni ng ref erence id,  "pl impt on"  or  "lammps"  

Out put  format :  filename \ t  ref erenceI D.  sent ences 

( ref erenceI D i s 0 when no ref erence id is found. )  

 

* * *Reuse Type Anal yzer ***  

ReuseTypeAnal yzer  has two met hods:  

1.  get Wor dCount  count s wor d frequency in each cat egory,  out p ut  the dat a in csv file to be used 

i n IBM Wat son Anal yt ics.  

2.  creat eTr ai ni ngDat aset For Cat egoryPr edi ct or  creat es trai ni ng dat aset  to be used by 

Cat egor yPr edi ctor  and Cat egoryPr edi ctorEval uat ion  

 

* * *Keywor d Ext ract or ***  

Keywor dExt r act or  extract s keywor ds for  each cat egory  in the fol lowi ng steps:  

1.  converts  document s  int o vectors  of  terms wei ght ed by tf*idf  

2.  cal cul at e the centroi d of  each cat egory  
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3.  ident ify  10 keywor ds wi th the hi ghest  wei ght s in the cent roi d for  each cat egory  

 

* * *Cat egory  Pr edi ctor *** 

Cat egor yPr edi ctor  cat egori es articl es  usi ng the logi st ic regressi on met hod.  It trai ns  a model  

f rom t he trai ni ng dat a set  and then predi ct  the cat egory for  each articl e in the test  dat aset .  

For mat  of  the trai ni ng dat aset :  articl eI D \ t  cat egoryID \ t  sent ences 

For mat  of  the test  dat aset :  art icl eI D \ t sent ences 

 

* * *Cat egory  Pr edi ctor  Eval uat i on***  

Cat egor yPr edi ctorEval uat ion spl its the input  dat aset  int o trai ni ng and test  dat aset s,  trai ns  a 

model  wi t h the trai ni ng dat a set ,  predi ct  the cat egor y of  each ar ticl e in the test  dat aset ,  and 

eval uat e the preci si on of  the predi ct ion.  

For mat  of  the dat aset :  articl eI D \ t  cat egor yID \ t  sent ences  

 

* * *Dat a Manager * **  

Dat aManager  pr ovi des met hods for  readi ng and wri ting files in various format s.  

 

* * *Label ed Document * ** 

Label edDocument  i s  used by Cat egoryPr edi ctor  and Cat egoryPr edi ctorEval uat i on.  

 

* * *Document * * * 

Document  i s  used by Cat egoryPr edi ctor  and Cat egoryPr edi ctorEval uat ion.  

 

I n Cat egor yPr edi ct or,  Cat egoryPr edi ct orEval uat ion and Keywor dExt ract or,  hado op. home. di r is  

set  to the cur rent  di rect ory of  the proj ect :  

Syst em. set Pr oper ty( "hadoop. home. di r",  "cur rent /di rectory/ of / the/ proj ect ");  
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2. A baseline ontology presented above in table 1, and here for convenience purposes  
 

Table 1: Ontology Relationships-Defined (from above) 
 

Relationship Type Definit ion 

Reuse, unspecified 
The paper reuses  LAMMPS as whole in the main 
s tudy or does  not specify which othe r types  of reuse 

it is . 

Modified reuse 
The paper uses  a modified vers ion of LAMMPS in the  
main s tudy. The specification of modification may or 
may not be specified in the paper.  

Benchmark 
The paper only uses  LAMMPS (original or modified 

vers ion) in the background s tudy.  

Cite 

The paper does  not use LAMMPS per se, but just 
cites either the software or Plimpton’s  paper, 

including those papers  that just use the method 
represented in the original paper.  

 
 

3. CODE base for R software and the prototype software supporting a visual ontology display, 
presented in Figure 3, and accessible at: https://nalsi.shinyapps.io/cvdi_original/. 

 
Functionality: 

 

All  3 of these innovations  can be used in their current s tate. They can also be 
modified and adapted as necessary for othe r domains .  Our focus  was on software 

reuse, LAMMPS specifically, but the work frame work and innovations  can also be 
applied to data. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
The work pursued here provi des  a platform for automatically tracking reuse 

relationship among data and softwa re, dra wing from text association with citation.  

Additionally, our results underscore the lack of cons is tency in software citation.  

Howeve r, we anticipate improve ment in this  area given noted software citation 

workshops  and sustainabil ity institutes  that have been gaining attention of the last 

couple of year (Timmes, et al, 2016; Katz, et al, 2015) . 

These factors  have bearing on our results  and the ontol ogy relationship that have  

been incorporate d into our prototype, and they very l ikely do not reflect the full 

scope of relationships that could be useful to scientific endeavors  supporting 

https://nalsi.shinyapps.io/cvdi_original/
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reuse.   That said, the work presented he re provides  an initial and valued s tarting 

point, g iven the s ignificance of citation as  a source for tracking the progress ion o f 

scientific research. Finally, our methods  provide an approach and a prototype that  

can be modified for different communities .  

Impact and Uses/Benefits   
The impact and benefits  of our work include the following:  

 A more accurate view of data and algorithm reuse. 

 Platform to e nable radical, new adaptation combinati ons , documenting 

reuse of data and algorithms . 

Specific  to industry, our work can help industry provide services  that support  

bette r science and informed decis ion making .  The actual impact on better science 

is  hard to measure, although the growth in digital data and data intens ive research 

provides  opportunities  to address society's grand challenges  in ways that have 

been previ ous ly unimaginable.  The cost of data gathering and software 

development is  not trivial , and the reuse of these resources  is  being mandated and 

encouraged by federal agencies .  Industry also recognizes  the value of these 

approaches  in efforts  such as  the recent launch of the NSF Big Data Regional Hubs .  

The work purs ued and achieved in our CVDI project leads to a better return on 

investment (ROI) of resources  allocated to data and software creation, use, 

archiving, by enabling reuse that is accurate and resourceful .  The work may also 

proc ure deepe r understanding sustainable knowledge of ontological connections  

among knowledge assets .  Finally, we believe the work can lead to better effort to 

explore predictive capabil ities in the future, although more research is needed in 

this  area. 
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